
Who are the H2H3 – A fun-loving and sociable running group that runs every 2nd and 4th
Saturday of the month at 5:00 pm following paper trails. We add spice to just running,
walking and drinking. We are never boring. Check us out and join us. Call May 032-
513855 or email: may1may@hotmail.com

Hash Run #27 Saturday : 14 September 2002 Hare: Tom

Cha-am Reservoir

One thing about hashing in Hua Hin is that you never know what you will stumble upon.
The Hare, Tom, stumbled upon this scenic site a few months back and claimed his
domain immediately, declaring it the sanctuary for hashing. Superbly located between
Hua Hin and Cha-am, this reservoir site is surrounded by lush green trails, formidable
hills and catchment areas for the dam, just dynamite hashing country. Now on with the
run……..

On On was called at 5:05 pm. The pack of 7 runners led by May and 6 walkers from
Cha-am quickly disappeared within seconds. The front runners were mighty cooperative,
spreading out in all directions to do all the checking and with great collaboration, broke
all the checks with ease. We were zig-zagging ahead of each other but always waited
until everybody were in sight before dashing off. One thing that we didn’t do thought
was to join papers for the slower pack……thousand apologies, just got carried away.
Must be the fantastic shady trail and the cool breeze that just pushed us on without a
sweat. According to the hare, what was supposed to be a 50-60 minutes run turned out
to be just a 40 minutes sprint for the front runners. It was a runner’s run alright with all
the pacing in between for the front runners. The slower pack of runners came in around
55 minutes and the walkers around the same time after a few short-cuts with bags of
herbs. Amazing what you could find along the trail!

The hare was astounded by the speed of the front runners, Jamie, May, Don and Terry.
He mumbled that the next run here will be Rambo for the front runners. But we weren’t
listening as all of us were captivated by the breathtaking and colorful sunset over the
reservoir and the stillness of the water and quickly herded ourselves together to capture
the moment on camera.

GM, Doug, who was called to serve his country at the Golf Club, came in late and
conducted the circle with On Downs to the Hare, virgin – Noi, returnees – Ajarn Tom
and See-Cup Aeh. On On On to the Silver Spoon restaurant and as usual good beer,
food and hash nonsense and gossips. Next run will be on Saturday, 28 September, set
by Don.
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